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Abstract

Designing and implementing a load aware scheduler
for machine learning jobs

Jialun Song

A machine learning job comprises a variety of resource-intensive tasks. 
The loads of executing such tasks are various and sensitive to scenario 
inputs, which brings up provisioning challenges in modern machine 
learning workflows. This thesis probes into an industrial machine 
learning workflow to study its underlying overprovision and 
underprovision issues. By synthesizing data and conducting experiments, 
we assess the resource utilization of the workflow and identify its 
usage patterns in different scenarios. We further propose a predictive 
approach to mitigate the overprovision issue and retain high service 
reliability at the same time. In such an industrial case, the proposed 
solution can reach an estimated saving rate of more than 70% to the 
infrastructure cost.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Machine learning is increasingly adopted in the industry as a powerful technology
to provide advanced and intelligent solutions [1]. The high industrial standard of
reliability has boosted this technology into a huge and robust ecosystem [2]. As
shown in Figure 1, the core machine learning process is merely a small fraction of
the real-world machine learning system [3]. To fully release the power of machine
learning, many engineering works need to be implemented in the workflow, such as
data preparation, model tuning, serving, and monitoring. Moreover, such a machine
learning workflow should be able to run iteratively in changing scenarios and deliver
stable outcomes. Two concepts are crucial to better understand the modern machine
learning workflow and bridge into its provisioning issues discussed in this study,
namely cloud computing and resource provisioning.

Figure 1: Modules of the real-world machine learning system [3]

Cloud computing is critically important to support the industrial development of the
complicated machine learning system [4]. Cloud computing refers to both comput-
ing services and resources delivered over the Internet [5]. The computing services
are categorized into three tiers, Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The underlying computing resources
cover all types of infrastructure and hardware, such as processing, storage, and net-
work. Nowadays, cloud computing is ubiquitously applied and plays a vital role in
our modern life.

One of the many essential characteristics of cloud computing is to provide on-
demand self-service [6]. Self-service means that cloud computing resources are
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1 Introduction

provided without human interaction between the user and the service provider [7].
In this way, the path from any creative idea to its final realization is greatly short-
ened. On-demand means the users can request computing resources based on their
needs, which significantly lowers the cost of development and operation. This on-
demand self-service characteristic enables the computing resources to be managed
in an automatic, precise, and flexible fashion.

In resource provisioning for cloud computing, the users need to decide the amount
of computing resource, such as CPU and memory. CPU provides the capability of
executing instructions, while memory provides the capacity of storing instructions
and data for the CPU process. One CPU core’s usage is elastic, as it can reach from
0 to above 100% of its capacity depending on the computing intensity at the time.
A single core can asynchronously execute several single-process tasks, and one
execution of a single-process task normally happens on only one core. One process
can run on several cores if it has specific multithreading designs, but this situation
is not in the scope of this study. Lower CPU allocations will not necessarily disable
but slow down a task, while allocating more cores to a single-process task can be
a waste [8]. On the contrary, memory is incompressible and its usage is strict [9],
which means the underprovision of memory can directly cause Out of Memory
(OOM) that can kill the process and fail the task. While any redundant memory
allocation can be wasteful.

In the context of this study, what makes a machine learning job different from other
types of job is that it naturally involves both huge datasets and intensive computing.
A machine learning workflow is designed to execute such jobs regularly and pre-
sumably in various scenarios, thus the various data volumes and computing intensity
influence the workloads. Such a nature of machine learning workflows brings chal-
lenges to decide the magnitude of resource provisioning. Specifically for a given
workflow, how do we properly provision CPU and memory to suit its changing
workloads?

Within an industrial context, this thesis has studied the provisioning issues brought
by one machine learning workflow. Our work has mainly made two contributions.
We collected real data at a fine-grained level from the machine learning system,
assessed the overall utilization, and analyzed the usage pattern in different scenar-
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1 Introduction

ios. Furthermore, we explored the feasibility of applying a predictive approach to
improve utilization, and we have achieved promising results.

To specify the provisioning issues with more details, the industrial context and prob-
lem formulation are given in section 2. In order to analyze the issues, we have de-
signed two dedicated systems for data collection and experimentation, which are
covered in section 4. Data analysis and experiment setup are highlighted in section
6 to explain how the proposed solution is formed. Results and evaluations of the
solution are discussed in the last sections.
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2 Problem Formulation

2 Problem Formulation

This project is carried out at a product team at H&M Group. The aim is to study the
usage of computing resources of a machine learning workflow at the product team
and provide a solution to improve utilization. Generally, this work provides an idea
of improving resource provisioning for workflows that are sensitive to scenarios and
various in workload.

2.1 Context

The product team suggests discount rates for garments during sale periods through-
out the year. All suggestions are based on historical sales data, regional stock situ-
ation, and further simulations and optimizations on possible discounting strategies.
The service model is data-driven and heavily relied on advanced analytics and ma-
chine learning.

The infrastructure of the product team’s services is mainly based on Microsoft’s
Cloud Service, Azure [10]. One of the essential tools used in development and
operation is Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) [11], which is for provisioning and
managing containerized applications. By AKS, the features of Kubernetes [12]
are integrated into the Azure ecosystem and connected with other Azure services.
Besides native Azure services, open-source technologies tools are centrally adopted,
such as the scheduling enabler – Apache Airflow [13].

The product team provides its services through different workflows. Most of these
workflows can be highly abstracted to machine learning jobs, in which data wran-
gling and computing are heavily involved. Such machine learning jobs may contain
all types of intensive workloads, such as input/output-intensive, CPU-intensive, and
memory-intensive ones. This variety determines the complex design of the work-
flows for machine learning jobs.

As shown in Figure 2, each machine learning job is designed as a unique pipeline of
tasks. Each task is a function programmed to fulfil a specific purpose in the entire
workflow. The execution of a machine learning job, hereafter called a run, is an
instantiation process of the underlying task sequences by a specific combination of
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2 Problem Formulation

inputs. At the product team, such a combination of inputs includes a specific exe-
cution date and a set of scenario attributes. During a sale period, runs are scheduled
to cover all combinations of feasible execution dates and scenarios.

Figure 2: Relations between job, run, task, and task instance. The edge
color represents the executing state of a task instances.

Several concepts being frequently used in this report are highlighted below.

Job A workflow defined by a pipeline of tasks.
Run An execution of a job with certain inputs.
Task A functioning unit of a job; to be instantiated during a run.

Scenario A composite input of necessary attributes for a run.
Such as regions, garments, prices.

Execution Date A time-wise input for a run.

The definition of jobs and scheduling of runs are implemented on Airflow and the
instantiation of tasks is carried out by AKS. Each instantiation of a task begins with
the provision of its executing virtual environment, namely a container. The allo-
cation of computing resources, CPU and memory, are statically configured in each
provisioning. However, the real usage of the resources can be different depending
on the workload for each unique task. And the workload is originally determined
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2 Problem Formulation

by the specific combination of inputs for the run.

2.2 Problem Statement

As the service provided by the product team successfully replaced the old manual
work, both its adoption and the requirement on its reliability have been boosted.
Not only the volume of the business, but also the diversity and variety of scenarios
bring new challenges to task provisioning. For example, a machine learning job
runs hundreds of times in a sale period, each run’s resource usage is different based
on its scenario. To guarantee that all these statically configured runs are successful,
a pair of larger numbers are set for their CPU and memory allocation, so even the
heaviest run will not fail. From the team’s observation, the overall expenses on the
consumption of computing resources have increased significantly.

A direct result of maintaining static allocations is overprovision. The allocation
values keep being lifted by the highest workloads while usages of most other task
instances stay low. This has brought extra and unpredictable expenses on infrastruc-
ture cost. Furthermore, it deteriorates the sustainability as the redundant proportion
of resources is simply unused.

On the other hand, underprovision still occurs even when the allocation is already
at a high level. The ignorance of the factors driving the variant magnitude of usage
makes it impossible to guarantee enough allocations in every run. This problem
can prolong or terminate the running process, thus hindering the delivery of service
and affect all downstream works. Moreover, underprovisioning cases may push
the static allocation to a higher level, which further aggravates the overprovision
problem.

These provisioning issues do not only happen at this product team. As variant kinds
of giant and complex workflows are popularizing in the whole industry, the general
challenge on maintaining high resource utilization is becoming more visible. It
might take time to evolve universal solutions to tackle this challenge, our idea in
a broader sense provides a data-driven and learning-based attampt to better realize
the impact of the challenge.
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2 Problem Formulation

2.3 Objective

This thesis project is conducted at the product team to analyse and address the above
issues. There are two main goals. Firstly, the current situation of resource utilization
needs to be profiled and assessed. Quantitative measures are expected to support
the assessment on the level of overprovision. Key factors that influence the usage
need to be identified and analysed. Secondly, the knowledge discovered is expected
to be applied in a predictive approach, which can be integrated into the product
team’s workflows to improve the overall utilization. The expectation on the overall
improvement is a rate higher than 50%.

The improvement in resource utilization can be seen as an upper boundary of the
predictive approach. It means, in most cases, the allocation should only be appro-
priately higher than the actual usage. At the same time, underprovision should be
avoided with great efforts due to its negative impact on the service delivery. This
provides a lower boundary to the final solution, that the reliability of service should
not be compromised. The two boundaries together define the objectives.

After all, the ultimate purpose is to thoroughly investigate the provisioning issue and
explore possible solutions which are not required to integrate into production. By
studying the usage patterns and constructing models, the outcomes can eventually
inspire further approaches to address similar issues. The conduct of this research is
in line with the academic requirements for a master degree project. While the works
of design and implementation adhere to the best practices at the company.
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3 Related Work

Since cloud computing started to prevail, many studies have focused on resource
management, workload prediction, and job scheduling. These topics are all related
to improving resource utilization, but emphasize different aspects. This thesis study
should belong to the topic of workload prediction.

To deal with challenging issues in workload prediction, a variety of schemes in the
cloud computing context are presented in a comprehensive review work, including
machine learning, data analysis, and statistical methods [14]. The challenges are
categorized into eight different aspects such as accuracy, workload fluctuation, and
pattern length. All surveyed schemes have been clustered into regression-based,
classifier-based, and several other categories. Among regression-based schemes,
one work presents an ARIMA-based load prediction technique for VM provision-
ing [15], and another work adopts a linear regression model with an auto-scaling
mechanism to realize real-time scaling and pre-scaling [16]. While classifier-based
schemes include load prediction approaches based on all kinds of classification
models, such as SVM [17], random forest [18], neural network [19], and hybrid
model [20]. Despite the method for workload prediction, however, most studies
focus on cloud application workloads that are scalable, long-running, and sensitive
to latency [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. While in this project, we mainly aim at improving
machine learning jobs that are unscalable, short-lived, and input-sensitive. This dis-
tinction determines that our approach is not time-series based, neither do we prone
to runtime improvement. Nevertheless, the various supervised learning schemes to
estimate the workload inspired us for coming up with our predictive approaches.

Several studies have provided us with valuable guidance on how to conduct re-
search and experiment. In an analysis of the Google trace dataset [26], the het-
erogeneity of workloads and predictability of resource usage are discussed. Other
phenomenons from the paper are also observed in our study, for example, small jobs
prevail in the overall distribution, and underprovisioning situations are absent from
the dataset because those processes are terminated. From another study, a profiling-
based scheduling mechanism is proposed as a solution of workload estimation [27],
which consists of four main modules, namely profiler, classifier, scheduling, and
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runtime re-calibration. The supervised learning approach to learn from profiling
history and improve future scheduling is in line with our work. In regard to applying
machine learning in job scheduling, three concerns are expressed [28], namely lack
of data diversity, unadaptable predictor, and inadequate accuracy metric. As in our
work, we have highly considered data diversity by picking the features and range of
samples in a two-phase data collection. And we also observe the inadequacy of us-
ing accuracy as the main metric for workload predicting due to the underprovision
issue. Besides, studies in related topics have also provided inspiration on methodol-
ogy and implementation. In one research on network service metrics, statistical and
machine learning techniques are adopted to generate estimations [29]. Their distri-
bution analysis and comments on hyperparameter tuning have inspired our work on
task clustering and model building.
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4 System Design

4 System Design

We have designed two systems to reach the goals of assessment and model construc-
tion, respectively. The profiling automation system maintains run reproductions to
synthesize data, while the model enabling system applies a machine learning work-
flow for generating well-trained models for usage prediction. This chapter mainly
focuses on the design and functioning of these two systems. Analyses of the syn-
thesized data and applied models are brought in the next chapter.

4.1 Related Technologies

Before depicting the two systems, we provide a short summary of technologies
adopted in the systems. We mainly cover those being essentially used in the im-
plementation, whereas we skip discussing programming languages and common
technologies such as the database management system. Experienced readers can
selectively read or skip the content in this section without losing the main thread.

Apache Airflow is a platform for programmatically scheduling and monitoring
workflows. It is an open-source tool written in Python. In Airflow, a workflow
is defined by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which regulates the dependencies
of upstream and downstream tasks. Multiple DAG Runs can be scheduled from one
DAG while tasks being instantiated in Run executions. The instantiation of tasks
can be carried out by variant types of executor, such as sequential, local or, Ku-
bernetes executors. Besides the scheduling functionality, Airflow also provides a
convenient web application to monitor workflows.

Databricks [30] is a platform for data science and machine learning on the cloud. It
provides a unified solution for data storage and an ecosystem for data analytics and
artificial intelligence (AI). By using its interactive workspace, advanced analysing
and engineering works can be directly carried out on data stored on its cloud. Ad-
ditionally, by CLI and REST API, it is easy to integrate Databricks workflows into
external systems.

Apache Spark [31] is a unified analytics engine for large-scale data processing. It
is natively supported by Databircks and plays a crucial role to enable Databricks’
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4 System Design

key features, such as unified storage solutions and SQL analytics. Spark handles
data processing in a distributed fashion, so it can be easily scaled to deal with any
volume of data. By in-memory computing and optimized execution, its speed of
processing is among the fastest big data solutions. Furthermore, it also provides
abundant features such as SQL query and data streaming.

Kubernetes is an open-source system for automating the deployment and manage-
ment of containerized applications. It enables the provision and management by
Infrastructure as Code (IaC), a process of configuring IT infrastructure by declar-
ative definitions. The declarative definitions cover a wide range of configurations,
from infrastructure-wise settings such as resource allocation to provision strategies
such as rollout/rollback and load balancing. Once deployment is activated, Kuber-
netes will always keep the application at the desired state.

Docker [32] is among variant container runtimes that can be provisioned by Ku-
bernetes. It also provides a platform for easily building, running, and sharing con-
tainerized applications. Docker adopts declarative configuration for defining OS-
level environments and prerequisites for an application. Container images can be
stored and shared by online repositories, which makes it easy for collaboration.

MLflow [33] is an open-source library-agnostic platform for managing the machine
learning lifecycle. It supports experimentation and model deployment by four main
components, Tracking, Projects, Models, and Registry. MLflow also provides a
UI interface for facilitating its usage. These components and functions are fully
integrated with Databricks.

Scikit-learn [34] is a Python library providing comprehensive tools for predictive
data analysis. These tools cover not only mainstream machine learning algorithms
for classification, regression, and clustering but also methods for preprocessing,
feature engineering, model selection, etc.

4.2 Profiling Automation System

This system is designed to collect a large volume of data for analysing the state of
resource utilization until now and model training. Data cover not only the alloca-
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4 System Design

tions and usages of computing resources, but also features that potentially determine
the pattern of usage. We use this system to reproduce historical runs and collect the
above-mentioned data.

The deployment and operation of this system is on the AKS cluster. We adopt an
autoscaling strategy on the cluster size and each node is an E64s-v3 type instance
which has 64 underlying virtual CPU cores and 432 GB memory.

In this section, we begin with explaining the data collection on the task-level. Then,
the profiling module that gathers data on the run-level is introduced. The last part
depicts the full picture of this system, showing how the run-level profiling is scaled
automatically to enable massive reproduction of historical runs.

4.2.1 Usage Logging

The usage logging is a function for recording resource usages of a task of the ma-
chine learning job. It is provided in the product team’s codebase and can be con-
figured for targeting specific tasks. To gain a holistic assessment of the job, all its
underlying tasks have enabled this function.

Tasks are instantiated by Airflow and provisioned by Kubernetes, and each task
instance is a containerized application. With the underlying task process, the usage
logging function is prompted in a new process to record the resource usages at an
interval of 5 seconds. Once the task process ends, the usage records are stored in a
file and uploaded to the cloud storage. Since the job comprises dozens of tasks, the
same number of logging files can be generated in a run.

4.2.2 Profiling Module

The profiling module functions as a data collecting unit for one finished run. It does
not generate any new data but gathers those from different sources where the run
data are stored. Figure 3 shows the data sources of this module.

Besides the usage logging files at Azure data lake, data come from several other
places. Run configuration files archived on the cloud provide necessary scenario
information. Some important complementary scenario attributes such as the number
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Figure 3: Profiling module and its connected components

of garments need to be acquired from internal services. Run-related information
such as allocations and running durations of tasks can be accessed by requesting the
Airflow REST APIs.

This module is implemented into a Databricks job so it can integrate into other
workflows. It requires two parameters, DAG id and run id, to specify which run
to profile. One prerequisite is that the run should finish successfully to assure data
integrity on all underlying tasks.

The run identification parameters can also identify all belonging task instances. The
main body of this profiling module is to iteratively gather task-level data. In each
iteration, the task’s usage logging records are aggregated as the maximum values
for both CPU and memory. Then, attributes extracted from different data sources
append to the row. Each task-level iteration generates one row, and the entire it-
erations process all belonging tasks into a dataset. Successful execution of this
profiling module generates one data file for the targeted run.

Simply put, the profiling module provides a single entry point to generate run-level
datasets consisting of both targeted usages and potentially relevant attributes. En-
abled by Databricks Job REST APIs, it can be easily triggered by an HTTP request
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or a CLI command. Even though the scalability of this module is restricted by the
upstream run, it becomes an important component in the automation pipeline.

4.2.3 Automation Pipeline

The automation pipeline enables the massive reproduction of historical runs, boost-
ing both data quantity and data quality. As mentioned in the Background chapter,
each run covers a subset of scenarios at a specific date. Even though the machine
learning job can accept any combination of scenario and date to trigger a run, only
some can be meaningful to the business. If data are synthesized from less mean-
ingful runs, then further studies based on those may deviate. To avoid this potential
deterioration, reusing archived settings to simulate old runs is one of the best op-
tions. Data collected from run reproductions can reflect actual usages, thus enabling
further assessment and prediction in high quality.

However, it requires a large amount of manual work to precisely reproduce runs. As
shown in Figure 4, there are four main steps in the lifecycle of run profiling. These
consecutive steps were all requiring manual triggering and any error blocking in
the middle needs human inspections. Furthermore, an entire run may cost from
dozens of minutes to a couple of hours, which is time-consuming in an uncertain
way. Automation of the process is critical for enabling the reproduction to a large
scale. Such a design can further boost productivity and bring more robustness to the
profiling processes.

Figure 4: Original steps for profiling a run

Figure 5 shows how the automation pipeline is built upon the original lifecycle of
run profiling. As the most important component to enable automation, a database
is introduced to track the states of runs, thus enabling correct executions in the run
profiling process at all times. Then, the configuration preparation step is extended
and further enabled by a registration module, which only requires a low level of
human involvement. A scheduling mechanism automates the other three run profil-
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ing steps and keeps updating the run state to the database. In addition, a scheduled
maintainer regularly checks and cleans the operating environment of the automation
pipeline.

Figure 5: Components of the automation pipeline

Key concepts and modules of this automation work are further illustrated in follow-
ing parts, namely run state, run registration, scheduler for automation, and sched-
uled maintainer.

4.2.3.1 Run State

A run profiling table is created in a PostgreSQL database. It plays a central role in
the automation pipeline by storing data that tracks the process of each run repro-
duction. The schema of this table is shown as Table 1.

Table 1: Key fields of the run profiling table

Field Type Required Description

id serial true primary key
scenario* char true scenario of the corresponding historical run
execution date date true date of the corresponding historical run
state char true state of the run profiling process
dag id char false updated after successful DAG deployment
run id char false updated after DAG Run being triggered
profiling id char false updated after profiling job being triggered
notes text false helping information for errors

* represents several fields of scenario-related attributes
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Each record in this table represents one run to reproduce. The state, representing
the state of run profiling, is the essential field. The required fields are initialized at
run registration, whereas the other fields are updated by the automation scheduler
to record identifiers and debugging information.

Values of the state field indicate the run profiling process in two aspects, step and
status of execution. A basic state diagram is shown as Figure 6. The actual imple-
mentation adopts an extended version of state transition, which will be explained
under Scheduler for Automation.

Figure 6: State transition in the run profiling process

Horizontally, the state changing follows the four steps in the lifecycle of run profil-
ing, while the status of execution indicates the result at each step. Any run profiling
with its state in a status of failure will not proceed for further execution. In this situ-
ation, manual work is needed to inspect and resolve problems. Whereas successful
states indicate smooth proceeding of the automatic run profiling.

4.2.3.2 Run Registration

This is the first stage for the reproduction of historical runs. It prepares necessary
set-ups and initializes the run profiling table, thus enabling the scheduler to start the
automated process for registered runs. A mapping list of scenarios and correspond-
ing historical run dates is used in the initialization of runs. Components related to
this module are shown in Figure 7.

The first step is to gather a scenario pool for runs that are to be reproduced. This
step relies on manual works, such as picking scenario groups and generating config-
uration files. However, for all hundreds of runs to be registered, the required manual
work is only one-shot or few-shot. Then, composite configuration files are divided
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Figure 7: Components of run registration

into scenario-level ones. Each scenario configuration is wrapped with the job code
as a git branch for later automatic deployment in the scheduled reproduction. Si-
multaneously, the scenario key and its mapped historical run dates are registered
into the run profiling table.

This module significantly reduces the manual work for preparing scenario configu-
ration files on a large scale. Run registration can be carried out at any scale as long
as the corresponding scenario configurations are ready. Once new records enter into
the table, the scheduled reproduction work can automatically start.

4.2.3.3 Scheduler for Automation

This scheduler takes most automation jobs by scheduling check and trigger com-
mands to replace human inspections and manual executions. It is defined by an Air-
flow DAG and works in the same namespace as the machine learning job. The DAG
contains six branches of tasks for automating the process of run profiling. More im-
portantly, every state-changing in the process is updated to the run profiling table
so this scheduler can perform the right actions at all times.

To fully automate the three main steps of the run profiling lifecycle, the state dia-
gram requires a more complicated design than the basic version mentioned earlier.
Firstly, each step comprises two stages, triggering and running, which need to be
distinguished and separately treated. A triggering initiates an action without wait-
ing for it to finish, so its result only tells if the command runs successfully. While
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the actual running of those three steps may take from seconds to hours, which re-
quires regular checking to follow their status. Secondly, failures at all stages need
to be caught and reflected on the state diagram, so failed ones will not enter the
next stage. Table 2 contains all states of the run profiling process, and the extended
version of state transition is shown as Figure 8.

Table 2: States of a run profiling process

Id Step State Description

0 registration initial default state of all registered records

10
DAG

deployment

trigger failed command failed immediately
11 deploying command succeed
15 deployment failed DAG not deployed after checking
17 deployed ready for Run execution

30
Run

execution

trigger failed command failed immediately
31 executing command succeed / running
35 execution failed Run in failed status after checking
37 executed ready for Profiling

50

Profiling

trigger failed command failed immediately
51 profiling command succeed / running
55 profiling failed profiling in failed status after checking
57 finished data is collected successfully

Figure 8: State transition

Given these, the scheduler DAG for the automation is designed as Figure 9. Each
branch starts with fetching the records in corresponding states from the run profiling
table and then proceeds to downstream actions. Any state-changing will update the
table at the end of each branch. The split of tasks follows the idempotent principle
so that task retry brings no additional effect to the result.
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Figure 9: Airflow DAG of the automation job

Two types of workflow can be seen among these six branches, corresponding to
the two stages in each step. For records in the states that are ready for the next
step, triggering actions are performed. The result is either ”success” or ”failed”,
which will be updated to the records’ state field. For records in the states of being
triggered, checking actions are performed. The state field is updated if the result
is ”success” or ”failed”, otherwise it does not change for running jobs or failed
checking.

Except for the successfully proceeded stages, failures are to be inspected manually
and resolved accordingly. For incidental exceptions, the resolution can be resetting
the run state to a previous stage, and the scheduler will pick it up and rerun. For
rare critical errors, often due to external issues such as lack of storage space, extra
manual works are performed.

In particular, one type of error is expected – OOM due to underprovision, and the
resolution is prepared in advance. In the DAG of the machine learning job, the static
way to set allocation values was replaced by Airflow Variables with default values.
The Variables can be dynamically updated via the Airflow Web UI. Thus, each time
an OOM happens, it is smooth to set a new allocation value and retry the failed task
without further bothers in the code or infrastructure.

The automation pipeline runs at an interval set via the Airflow Variables as well,
so it can be dynamically adjusted according to the situation. Averagely, a whole
process of single run profiling takes around one hour to finish. Different levels of
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parallelism apply at different branches in a dynamic fashion supported by Variables
as well. For example, the Run execution branch fetches two records each time since
runs are relatively heavy processes, whereas the profiling branch may consume five
records at a time as the profiling job on Databricks is more parallelizable. Such
a mechanism can flexibly control the workload and flow at any stage of the run
profiling progress.

4.2.3.4 Scheduled Maintainer

While the scheduler for automation well maintains the main steps of run profiling,
the automation process can be sometimes affected from the outside. For example,
a spike of high-parallelism on provisioning might cause errors to all running task
instances, which can stagger the scheduling and leave the affected runs stuck at
running status. In this case, the Kubernetes pods in error status need to be deleted,
and the Airflow scheduler needs to be restarted, while nothing within the automation
pipeline needs adjustment. Additionally, a regular reboot of the scheduler is helpful,
as its performance might considerably decay after running for a long time.

Instead of manually maintaining these works, which requires constant monitoring
and repetitive actions, a scheduled maintainer is put into work. It regularly checks
on error pods and restarts the scheduler of the machine learning job. The imple-
mentation is based on Airflow with a single bash task in the DAG. And the interval
of execution is set via Airflow Variable with a default value of five minutes.

To summarize, the profiling automation system automates and scales up the single
run profiling process for massively reproducing historical runs. This is achieved by
three added features, the tracking of run states, the collective registration of sce-
narios, and a scheduler for automatic trigger and check. Even though the operation
still requires necessary manual work, the efficiency of reproduction work is tremen-
dously boosted. Only by the efficient functioning of this system, can enough data be
collected within a limited period, thus providing a solid fundament for subsequent
works.
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4.3 Model Enabling System

This system is built to facilitate the process of producing predictive models on the
collected data. It contains several modules that are loosely connected to enable
exploration and analysis in this procedure. These modules, shown in Figure 10,
represent the main steps of the machine learning workflow applied in this system.

Figure 10: Loosely connected modules of the model enabling system

Except for implementation works carried out on Databricks, many analysing works
are supporting the design. The introductions in this section mainly cover the struc-
tural and technical aspects. More details of the experimenting and model construc-
tion are discussed in the Data and Model chapter.

The deployment and operation of this system is on the Databricks Workspace. We
use single DS3-v2 type instance as the underlying node, it has 4 CPU cores and 14
GB memory.

4.3.1 Preprocessing

This module takes the raw collected data as input and generates datasets for sub-
sequent steps, both experimentation and model training. Figure 11 shows the two-
stage data preprocessing module.

Figure 11: Preprocessing flow in two stages

The first stage consists of basic data processing approaches and aims at providing
general datasets for analysing and experimenting. Feature extraction is for further
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parsing attributes from the raw data. For example, it transforms date-wise attributes
to date differences and decomposes scenario attributes into finer granules. Some
raw attributes that are not comprehensive enough need to be re-extracted from data
sources. The data wrangling work is carried out by Spark, which is naturally sup-
ported on Databricks.

The second stage applies feature engineering and transformations to the data filtered
for model building. Engineered features are integrated according to the discoveries
from data analysis. Transformations, mainly normalization and one-hot-encoding,
are applied on data columns based on their types. Their implementations are by
Spark and Scikit-learn, respectively. For retaining consistency, these two compo-
nents are to be reused in future model deployment.

4.3.2 Model Construction and Deployment

Based on all knowledge gained in data analysis and experiments, predictive models
are built, trained, and deployed in this module. Scikit-learn and its two extended
libraries, Imbalance-learn [35] and Scikit-optimize [36], are mainly used to sup-
port the training procedure. Imbalanced-learn extends the ability on dealing with
classification for imbalanced datasets, while Scikit-optimize provides an advanced
hyperparameter-tuning method for model selection.

This module supports the training and tuning of various classification models. Clas-
sifiers provided by Scikit-learn and XGBoost [37] are trained and compared in dif-
ferent conditions. MLflow is used to record hyperparameters, metrics, and models
in a way that is easier for inspection and comparison. As Databricks natively sup-
ports MLflow, it becomes a handy approach to integrate MLflow trackings into
experiment processes.

The model deployment consists of two parts, data transforming and model serving.
The first part is the reused functions from the preprocessing module, as it is neces-
sary to transform new data before feeding them to the model. The second part is to
host the registered models in persistent servers by MLflow. The servers recieve data
inputs from REST API requests and return corresponding prediction results. This
module is trialled only in the design phase to achieve an intact practice of a machine
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learning workflow.

To summarize, the model enabling system adopts an experiment-based approach
to facilitate data analysis and model building. It has formed a simple but efficient
workflow to enable continuous knowledge discovery into the construction process
in a compact but uncoupled way. Given comprehensive trackings of experiments
and model training, it is convenient to retrieve important information and make
comparisons. Moreover, the features of versioning and component reusing have
greatly improved the reliability and consistency of the entire solution.
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5 Data and Model

This chapter gives in-depth analyses of both the collected data and the formation of
predictive models.

5.1 Data

We generate the data through the reproduction work by the profiling system. It
covers 380 historical production runs at four regions in the year 2020.

The tabular dataset has 34368 rows and 17 columns. Each row is a record represent-
ing gathered data for a single task instance. The columns consist of identification,
CPU and memory profiles, and potentially influencing attributes. Table 3 lists some
important columns and their descriptions.

Table 3: Columns of the dataset

Attribute Type Description

task string name of the unique task
run id string run identification
scenario* string scenario input for the reproduced run
execution date date the date for the run being logically executed
cpu request double CPU allocation for the task instance
memory request double memory allocation for the task instance
duration double time spent for task running
cpu usage max double maximum CPU usage during task running
memory usage max double maximum memory usage during task running

* represents a set of scenario-related attributes

The dataset covers 153 scenarios, and each of them is combined with several exe-
cution dates. There are two types of tasks among all 27 unique tasks. Eight tasks
belong to the common type as they are ancillary and irrelevant to the scenario set-
ups, whereas the instantiation of other tasks is directly relevant to the combination
of scenario and execution date inputs.

Regarding the original allocations, the 27 tasks are in four groups, as their corre-
sponding cpu request and memory request values are different. For example, ex-
tra CPU cores are assigned to parallel tasks while more memory is allocated to
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memory-intensive tasks. Table 4 shows these static allocations for the four groups.

Table 4: Static allocations for task groups

Group Number of Tasks CPU (cores) Memory (GB)

normal 20 4 20
parallel 4 5 100
memory-intensive 2 6 350
compute-intensive 1 20 20

This task grouping shows an attempt to diversify allocation and improve utilization.
However, the categorization was intuitive, and the amount of allocation was lacking
support. Further analyses of the data are given in three steps, namely utilization
assessment, task clustering, and feature analysis.

5.1.1 Utilization Assessment

The cpu usage max and memory usage max columns represent the actual usages
of both resources, respectively. For each resource, the overall utilization rate is
calculated by dividing the sum of usages by the sum of allocations. Table 5 shows
the overall utilization of CPU and memory.

Table 5: Utilization of CPU and memory

The overprovision issue is present on both resources. For CPU, a large proportion
of the overprovision is caused by allocating redundant cores to non-parallel tasks.
Therefore, a direct and efficient way to improve the CPU utilization is to reduce core
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allocations for non-parallel tasks. On the other hand, the overall memory utilization
rate is extremely low.

However, if we check the utilization of each task, their memory usages are in dif-
ferent situations. Figure 12 shows the memory usage distributions for each of the
27 tasks. In the first subplot, each horizontal group of elements represents a boxplot
for a unique task. It is hard to see the details due to its full scale range reaching 175
(GB) to the right end. So, we zoom in the boxplot at the lower end and generate the
second subplot, which covers a limited x-axis range from 0 to 5 (GB).

Figure 12: Distributions of memory usages for 27 tasks
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As shown above, every task’s interquartile range (IQR) is overwhelmed by outlying
points, while these outlying points are actually crucial data points as they represent
occasional heavy cases. We find two things in the boxplot worth highlighting. For
all tasks, the median and percentile values are smaller than 4 (GB), which indicates
that most task instances consume only a small amount of memory. While the “out-
liers” of different tasks distribute in variant ways. As it is obvious to see in the first
subplot, two of the tasks have “outliers” reaching significantly high values.

We then carried out more analyses on the memory usages due to three reasons.
Firstly, there is much larger room to improve memory utilization. Secondly, the
incompressible memory resource is the principal factor driving both the overprovi-
sion and underprovision issues. Lastly, the memory part of data has shown complex
patterns, and it requires deeper investigations to take further actions.

5.1.2 Task Clustering

Based on the memory usage statistics, the 27 tasks are clustered into three new
groups. Figure 13 shows each group’s distribution and the corresponding statistical
attributes. The new light and moderate groups both have low mean usages, but
the maximum usage of the moderate group is larger than the light group. Whereas
the high group has higher average usage and is most distinguishable by its high
maximum usage.

For light and moderate tasks, we can reach considerable improvement by manually
decreasing their memory allocations. For example, respectively allocate 5 GB and
20 GB memory to these two clusters of tasks instead of their original static allo-
cations. Then, for the two heavy tasks, we have built predictive models to achieve
further improvements.

5.1.3 Feature Analysis

We have studied the relations between potentially affecting features and memory us-
age for both heavy tasks. By analysing the task functions, we found that both tasks’
usages are mainly determined by the predicting workload, which is the number of
predictions to be made for upcoming sales. And the predicting workload is highly
related to two factors, the number of products for sale and the remaining number of
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Figure 13: Three task clusters and their corresponding statistics of memory
usage. Base-10 logarithmic scales are applied on the y-axis to present more

details on lower values.

days in the sale. The first factor can be obtained by the scenario attributes, and the
second one can be deducted from the execution date. From the data, we can observe
positive correlations between the two factors and memory usages.

However, the usage pattern is still not linearly explainable out of two main rea-
sons. Firstly, categorical features such as the region also bring variance to the us-
age. These cannot mathematically contribute to the correlation even after being
converted to numeric vectors. Secondly, besides the mentioned two factors, there
are other implicit attributes highly influencing the predicting workload, such as gar-
ments’ prices and their discounting ranges. It requires nearly an execution of the
task to extract these implicit attributes, which makes it less meaningful to include
them into the solutions.

To sum up, the overprovision issue is serious on both CPU and memory resources.
Manual improvements should be applied to CPU allocations for non-parallel tasks
and memory allocations for light/moderate ones. For the two heavy tasks, we have
analysed different influencing features to support the predictive models.
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5.2 Predictive Model

This section introduces the key steps of building the predictive models for the two
heavy tasks. We have adopted the same approach of model building for both tasks.
However, models are built separately for each as their underlying data are com-
pletely different. Figure 14 shows the whole process of the model construction.

Figure 14: Process of the model construction

This model building process consists of common machine learning practices and
specific ones for this project. To explain those specific parts, we mainly discuss
three topics in detail, namely classification, data imbalance, and hyperparameter
tuning.

5.2.1 Classification

Instead of regressive methods, we adopt a classification approach to predict the lev-
els of memory usage. This is due to several considerations. Based on the feature
analysis in the previous section, the available features cannot formulate sufficiently
accurate regression models. Instead, it is less complicated to train classification
models to reach acceptable performance. Moreover, such models have simpler
structures and fewer hyperparameters to tune, thus it is easier to avoid overfitting.
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Last but not least, a well-trained classification model, with its higher accuracy and
fault-tolerance within each level, can bring more robustness and higher flexibility
to the workflow.

To train a classification model, we started with binning the continuous target val-
ues into discrete labels. We have experimented with various binning strategies by
a searching algorithm that aims at gaining the highest optimal improvement. An
optimal improvement is an improving ratio when the model achieves 100 percent
accuracy. A time-based improvement takes into account the duration of the task
running, since the high-usage tasks often take a longer time to process. Each trial
takes a group of parameters, such as the number of bins and searching stride, to
search for the best strategy. Table 6 shows several binning strategies for the two
tasks and their corresponding optimal improvements.

Table 6: Binning strategies and corresponding optimal improvements

Task Binning Optimal Improvement
Time-based

Optimal Improvement

heavy task 1

350 - -
30; 350 89.9 % 79.3 %

10; 60; 350 95.9 % 88.1 %
10; 20; 60; 350 96.2 % 89.0 %

heavy task 2

200 - -
40; 200 78.7 % 59.4 %

20; 70; 200 88.7 % 71.0 %
10; 30; 70; 200 93.4 % 74.3 %

For both tasks, we get confirmed from the numbers that using just two or three
bins can already reach considerable improvements. This finding can be supported
by the usage distributions in which data points densely locate at the lower end.
Moreover, each task’s current maximum bin size uses its original static allocation
that is considerably higher than the actual maximum usage. Setting appropriately
smaller sizes for these largest bins can further increase the improvements.

Given this, a classification approach can seemingly achieve both model simplicity
and a high improvement rate. The actual improvements should be proportional to
the optimal ones depending on the model’s performance. Further investigation on
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the improvements is given in the Results chapter.

Among different tested classification models, well-tuned XGBoost and SVM classi-
fiers [38, 39] may reach the best performances. XGBoost is an optimized distributed
gradient boosting library. It applies both decision tree ensembles and additive train-
ing for achieving excellent classification results. SVM, standing for Support Vector
Machine, is a distance-based supervised learning algorithm and highly effective in
high dimensional spaces. The comparisons between their performances are given
in the Results chapter.

5.2.2 Imbalance

Binning unavoidably amplifies the data imbalance issue, as there are much fewer
data points in the larger bins. Severe imbalance can bias the training process towards
the majority, thus deteriorating the model capacity.

We have introduced two approaches into the model construction to mitigate this
issue. The basic approach is to apply stratification whenever we split data sets. This
guarantees that data in each bin are proportionally split into the training, validation,
and test sets. The second approach is to add an over-sampling step in the training
phase. The minority groups can be enlarged based on the over-sampling algorithm,
thus equalizing the sizes of all bins.

We have experimented with two over-sampling strategies, random and SMOTE [40]
against the non-sampling one. Random over-sampling is a naive strategy that gen-
erates new samples by duplicating the original ones of the minority classes. It does
not use any heuristics to re-sample, but also not introducing any noise to the bal-
anced dataset. SMOTE stands for Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique,
and it generates new samples by interpolation. New synthetic samples generated in
this way are close to existing ones in the feature space.

In addition, the SVM classifier supports the re-assignment of class weights – an-
other method to counter the imbalance issue. Such an approach is referred to as
weighted SVM. Together with the two over-sampling approaches, the results of their
experiments are given in the Results chapter.
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5.2.3 Hyperparameter Tuning

We have adopted a hyperparameter searching algorithm in the tuning phase. The
searching scope for each tuned hyperparameter needs to be stated to define the
searching space. Then, iteratively, models are created within the searching space,
trained and validated. The algorithm records the whole tuning history and returns
the best combination of hyperparameters with the highest score.

Various searching mechanisms are available for hyperparameter tuning. We have
applied a Bayesian-optimization-based algorithm provided by Scikit-optimize. The
Bayesian approach optimizes the searching route by using prior information to de-
termine posterior query points [41]. Compared to the naive ones, it can reduce the
searching iterations for obtaining a promising result at the end.

We applied a customized scoring metric in the searching algorithm instead of the
default ones. It is for penalizing the under-estimated predictions by re-weighting.
The formula of the new scoring metric is shown below, given O as the number of
over-estimated cases, U as the number of under-estimated cases, Total as the total
number of predictions.

u score =
O+U ⇥ penalty

Total
⇥100

The penalty variable represents the magnitude of penalization, and its value should
be greater than 1 to penalize under-estimations. Smaller u score values indicate
better results. When u score equals 0, it means complete correctness in predictions.

The penalization applies based on the context that under-estimated predictions will
cause the underprovision issue to fail tasks. Whereas over-estimated predictions
lead to the overprovision issue, which is less costly. Take a model, for example, it
classifies heavy-task-1 into three bins, and Figure 15 shows two testing results with
both accuracy and confusion matrix.

Both cases reach high performances, while the accuracy on the left is slightly higher
than the one on the right. However, comparing the confusion matrices, more under-
estimated predictions, numbers in red color, have been made on the left. Then it
requires more human involvement to fix the underprovision issue if the model on
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Figure 15: Comparison between two classification results. The u scores
are calculated given a penalty of 10.

the left is deployed. Given this, u score indicates model preference in the context,
while the accuracy metric assesses the model’s overall performance.

We have discussed the three key components of the building process of predictive
models. Binning strategies for each heavy task are selected based on the optimal
improvements. Different methods of classification and over-sampling are tested.
Results of the experiments and hyperparameter tuning are well maintained by the
Model Enabling System for further evaluations.
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6 Results

This chapter presents the results of models and experiments in three sections. The
first section compares the performances of various models and training approaches.
Then, we evaluate the simulated improvements brought by these models and ap-
proaches. In the last section, we compose the task-level improvements into the
run-level ones to give an overall evaluation.

6.1 Model Performance

We have generated 18 models for each heavy task with three sets of technique op-
tions, namely binning strategies, classifiers, and over-sampling methods. To gain
a clear view of the results of these models, this section presents the comparisons
in two steps. Firstly, the tables below show the best performances reached by the
classifiers for each of the two tasks. Two metrics, accuracy and u score, indicate the
model performance. Accuracy represents the overall capability of predicting, while
u score indicates the penalized incorrectness of the model. Considering the context,
we tend to use the u score as the primary metric.

Table 7: Model performance for heavy task 1

Binning Model Accuracy U score

30; 350 XGBoost 99.8 % 0.2
SVM 99.1 % 3.0

10; 60; 350 XGBoost 97.5 % 4.5
SVM 96.6 % 5.5

10; 20; 60; 350 XGBoost 96.1 % 28.4
SVM 96.6 % 13.6

In both Table 7 and Table 8, we can see that the two-bin set-ups for both tasks
reach the best performances. As the number of bins increases, the model perfor-
mance deteriorates on both u score and accuracy. Take the binning strategies for
heavy task 1, for example, Figure 16 shows the metrics and confusion matrices of
their best results.

In all three matrices, most of the correct predictions, numbers in green color, be-
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Table 8: Model performance for heavy task 2

Binning Model Accuracy U score

40; 200 XGBoost 99.8 % 0.2
SVM 99.3 % 0.7

20; 70; 200 XGBoost 98.2 % 8.0
SVM 98.9 % 5.2

10; 30; 70; 200 XGBoost 95.9 % 22.5
SVM 94.3 % 20.0

Figure 16: Binning strategies for heavy task 1 and their best results

long to the smallest bin, which accounts for the high accuracy in all three cases.
The first model with the two-bin set-up gets a nearly perfect result and makes
no under-estimated prediction. Then, as the number of bins grows, both under-
estimated and over-estimated predictions increase. For the four-bin set-up on the
right, even though the overall accuracy is still high, the predictions on larger bins
are not promising at all. The partial accuracy on larger bins only reaches two third,
and the higher under-estimation rate further aggravates its incapability.

Back to Table 7 and Table 8, on the other hand, the two types of classifiers do not
have substantial variances in their performances. There is no clear pattern indicat-
ing that any classifier outperforms the other. However, there is seemingly a trend
that as the number of bins increases, SVM tends to reach better results especially
on u score. It is plausible that the tree-based XGBoost classifier, which is more
complex and sensitive, tends to overfit the limited amount of data.
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Moreover, the approaches to tackle imbalance could also bring different influences
to the model performances. In the second part of the comparison, the tables below
show the results of the 18 experiments for each task. The two types of classi-
fiers show different patterns. For weighted SVM models, the class re-weighting
approach outperforms the over-sampling ones when more bins are used. Whereas
XGBoost models always reach better performances with the over-sampling meth-
ods, especially SMOTE. The comparison is solely on the u score metric.

Table 9: Comparison between over-sampling methods for SVM

Task Binning
None

(weighted) Random SMOTE

heavy task 1
30; 350 5.2 3.0 3.0

10; 60; 350 5.5 5.7 5.2
10; 20; 60; 350 13.0 13.6 13.6

heavy task 2
40; 200 0.7 0.7 0.7

20; 70; 200 5.2 5.2 5.2
10; 30; 70; 200 20.0 24.8 24.5

Table 10: Comparison between over-sampling methods for XGBoost

Task Binning None Random SMOTE

heavy task 1
30; 350 4.8 0.2 2.5

10; 60; 350 10.2 5.0 4.5
10; 20; 60; 350 36.8 28.4 18.6

heavy task 2
40; 200 4.8 0.9 0.2

20; 70; 200 11.4 9.3 8.0
10; 30; 70; 200 30.7 21.6 22.5

6.2 Estimated Improvement by Models

The binning strategy determines the optimal improvement in the utilization of mem-
ory resource. Using more bins can bring larger improvements. However, from the
evaluations in the previous section, we can see a trade-off between model perfor-
mance and improvement. This section gives further inspection on these two aspects.

Table 11 shows the best model performances with their corresponding optimal im-
provements. We introduce two more metrics to facilitate this comparison. The
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under-estimation rate, shortly u rate, represents the proportion of under-estimated
results in testing. The estimated improvement rate is calculated as estimated =

optimal ⇥ accuracy� u rate, given that we discount the optimal improvement by
the accuracy and deduct the under-estimation rate as a penalty.

Table 11: Binning strategies and corresponding estimated improvements

Task Binning
Optimal

Improvement Accuracy U rate
Estimated

Improvement

heavy
task 1

30; 350 79.3 % 99.8 % 0 % 79.1 %
10; 60; 350 88.1 % 97.5 % 0.2 % 85.7 %

10; 20; 60; 350 89.0 % 96.6 % 1.1 % 84.9 %

heavy
task 2

40; 200 59.4 % 99.8 % 0 % 59.3 %
20; 70; 200 71.0 % 98.9 % 0.5 % 69.7 %

10; 30; 70; 200 74.3 % 95.9 % 2.0 % 69.3 %

As shown above, the model performance deteriorates steadily as the number of bins
increases. The optimal improvement rate increases when three bins are used instead
of two, but the increment becomes much smaller when four bins are used instead
of three. The estimated improvement rate reaches the highest point in the three-bin
set-ups for both tasks. Considering that the under-estimation rate is highly preferred
to be 0 or extremely low, both the two-bin and three-bin set-ups are good candidates
for final solutions.

6.3 Overall Improvement

We have suggested two types of improvements, the manual one and the predictive
one. The former originates from data analysis and statistics, including new CPU
allocation for non-parallel tasks and memory allocations for light/moderate tasks.
The latter is brought by the predictive models of memory allocation for the two
heavy tasks. Table 12 summarizes all the task-level improvements achieved in this
project. The predictive improvements for heavy tasks refer to their three-bin set-ups.

To show a more tangible result of improvement, we aggregate these task-level im-
provements into a run-level estimation. One run with one scenario covers 27 tasks
once, and Table 13 shows the estimated improvement for such a run.
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Table 12: Task-level improvements

Resource Tasks Before After Improved

Manual
Improvement

CPU non-parallel 4.5 1 77.8 %

Memory light 55 GB 5 GB 91.0 %
moderate 42 GB 20 GB 52.5 %

Predictive
Improvement Memory heavy task 1 350 GB - 85.7 %

heavy task 2 100 GB - 69.7 %

Table 13: Estimated improvement for a single-scenario-run

Resource Before After Improved

Memory 1520 GB 325 GB 78.6 %
CPU 132 cores 43 cores 67.4 %

This result suggests that we have theoretically reached the initial objective of achiev-
ing an improvement higher than 50%. As we highly value the underprovision issue
in the project, the new solutions should attain higher reliability than the original
approach; hence the second objective is also accomplished.
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7 Discussion

In general, we have achieved promising results in this project. We have thoroughly
studied the utilization situation and proposed diversified solutions to tackle the pro-
visioning issues. This chapter highlights several important reflections, and we fur-
ther discuss the limitations and future work.

Interestingly, we adopt a data-driven and learning-based approach to solve a ma-
chine learning related issue. The profiling automation system is built for the sole
purpose of data collection, while we use the model enabling system to apply the
machine learning good practice. So this project, to some extent, is an experience of
how complex an industrial machine learning system can be, as we mentioned at the
very beginning. Our approach can be regarded as a simple iteration of a machine
learning workflow, whereas more functions and works are required if the solution
is fully adopted in production. Given this, the process of implementing such an
approach has helped us get deeper insights into the context of the study.

The reliability and robustness of the workflow is always the primary concern. Even
though improving the resource utilization is the main objective of the predictive
approach, we regard the current underprovision as a lower boundary, which means
new solutions should not deteriorate this problem any further. Three decisions in
this study are made out of this concern. We opt for classification models over regres-
sive ones to ease the precision requirement on the prediction results, which can re-
duce the number of under-estimations. For the data imbalance that high usages only
take a small proportion, we apply stratification in data splitting and adopt oversam-
pling techniques to mitigate the issue. Such techniques prevent the model training
from being overpopulated by the low usages. Furthermore, during the hyperparam-
eter tuning, we customize the scoring metrics by penalizing the under-estimation
results, thus tilting the model tendency away from underprovision. These designs
guarantee that we do not compromise the availability of the service when pursu-
ing other goals such as the accuracy of the model or the improvement rate of the
solution.
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7.1 Limitations

Firstly, a predictive approach cannot completely prevent the potential underprovi-
sion situation. On one hand, tuning a model with zero-tolerance on under-estimations
can significantly deteriorate the model performance and shrink the achievable im-
provements. On the other hand, models trained by existing data do not always fit
new data, not to mention unseen situations. Therefore, an engineering approach
might be more capable of resolving the underprovision problem. Such an approach
can lift the lower boundary of the predictive models, thus enabling a more flexible
model building process for further utilization improvements.

Secondly, the small amount of data for the training process has limited the model
performances. In this project, 1460 data points are available for each heavy task,
and merely dozens among those are high usage cases. To avoid overfitting the model
with a small volume of data, we need to restrain the model complexity. Moreover,
each of the training, validation, and test sets requires enough data points from every
class, and this makes some binning strategies with larger improvements infeasible.
With a larger volume of data, especially the high usage cases, the overall solution
may gain more options and achieve better results.

From a higher view, the current solution lacks flexibility for continuous improve-
ment. It is adopting a workflow that the data has to be collected before the model
building. This workflow is proper for investigating a novel issue but heavy to apply
in an agile context that changes rapidly and constantly. For instance, once any task
logic changes, its usage pattern will also change, thus outdating the existing data
and model. So, the specific solution given in this study can bring improvement to
the current machine learning job but unsuitable for future continuous developments.

7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Underprovision Resolution

To resolve the underprovision problem, we have initiated an engineering plan. As
discussed in the previous section, an ex post facto method is more reliable than a
preventive one. We proposed an automatic lifting and retry strategy as shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Lifting and Retry

As the first step, a monitoring process catches the OOM error and extracts necessary
information such as the allocation value and the number of retries. Then based on
the extracted information, the lifting function calculates a new value as the next al-
location. The new value can be deducted from a binning set-up or other appropriate
operations, such as doubling the failed allocation. After that, the task retries with
the new allocation. This process iterates until the retried task succeeds or fails after
a certain number of retries.

By this automatic approach, the underprovision issue does not necessarily require
human involvement. It can bring two benefits to the model building for optimizing
resource utilization. The first and direct benefit is that, when tuning and evaluating
the models, we do not have to penalize under-estimations in scoring, thus enabling
accuracy as the primary metric. As it can tolerate more risk towards underprovision,
we can try solutions with narrower margins to further push the utilization rate. On
the other hand, it enables a route to feed the failed underprovisioning cases back
to the model. This information is not available in conventional approaches because
the OOM disrupts the whole task instance at once. With this route, feedbacks from
the high usage cases can alleviate the issues of data shortage and imbalance, thus
further enhancing the process of model building.

7.2.2 Incremental Learning

As discussed, the workflow in this study is relatively heavy for an agile context, so
it will be more flexible to integrate a continually developing model into production.
One possible solution is to apply an incremental learning mechanism. The model
training should be in an online fashion with data constantly stream in from produc-
tion. Such a mechanism can always maintain the model performance with newly
generated data. Simultaneously, the models’ stable capability can keep providing
precise allocations to the jobs in production.
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7 Discussion

The incremental learning mechanism may come across the cold start issue on novel
or newly changed task. Since there is little prior knowledge for this type of tasks
at their initial runs, overprovisioning should be administrated accordingly. Both
accuracy and confidence of the predictions will gradually improve as more data
streaming to the models. With a safeguard against the underprovision issue such as
the lifting and retry plan, the cold start issue can only have a minor influence.
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8 Conclusion

8 Conclusion

We have assessed the resource utilization of machine learning jobs at the product
team. The overprovision issue is severe on both the allocated resources, CPU and
memory. By studying the characteristics of different tasks, we have refined the task
grouping and proposed variant solutions to these new groups. We have thoroughly
analysed the two heavy tasks and built classification models to predict their alloca-
tions. The models can reach both high performances and promising improvements,
which brings the overall improvement in utilization above the expectation. Mean-
while, we have highly reckoned the issue of memory underprovision in all solutions
to retain reliability.

Two newly-designed systems have played important roles during the whole process.
The profiling system enables the collecting of massive reproduced data in an auto-
matic and robust fashion. And the model enabling system adopts an intact machine
learning approach to maintain experiments and models.

As a pioneer work to explore the provisioning issue, this project has discovered
valuable knowledge about usage patterns and influencing features. Moreover, it has
been a successful proof of concept of applying a machine learning approach to solve
the issue. Given the experiences from this work, we will proceed with further study
and development on this issue.
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